
My name is Tony, I am highly experienced in water technologies. Reading an
article about how water should be filtered in the near future, remember Al Gore
statement, worldwide problems like global warming and accelerated arctic snow
melting, resulting in floods everywhere on this planet.

 I agreed completely this vision with a future, an approach to
water technology, and I decided to build this new filter, where I, naturally united
all available technologies in one unit.

Recyclable,  ecologic,  natural and…… cheapest worldwide.

ALL IN ONE TECHNOLOGY

STAGE ONE: In countries with a lot of agriculture, cattle production, nitrate NO-3 content
increases, we reduce the nitrate because it transforms into nitrite NO-2, nitrates are
trapped into a 100% natural filter harmful for your health. We use in this stage a natural
volcanic mineral with a number of unique characteristics. They were formed when volcanic
ash was deposited in ancient alkaline lakes. The filter has an unusual crystalline structure
and a unique ability to change ions. A very large number of small channel are present in its
structure.  Positive ions are present in the channels, and exchanged with other ions. This
substitution of ions enables this mineral to selectively adsorb certain harmful or unwanted
elements as calcium from hard water. Also exchange sodium ions for calcium ions, which
result in soft water. Finally certain harmful heavy metals such as lead, chromium, nickel
and zinc are trapped and suspended. In these pores dissolved organic molecules are
adsorbed also.

STAGE TWO:
The middle stage is a strongly acidic, gel-type cation exchange resin used for softening
the water. It eliminates taste, odour. Complies with FDA regulation CFR21 173.25

STAGE TREE: In every filter Active carbon is used we use only the natural one, the
synthetic IS NOT USED. We eliminate bad taste, Chlorine and most of the organic
contaminants like pesticides and herbicides, benzene (THM) Trimetahanes and
policlorobifeniles (PCB). Iron and metals are also captured.



STAGE FOUR: In the fourth stage I add some information know as revitalisation, we re-
establish basic characteristics of the water. If you find it difficult to understand you must
remember clearly that on this planet there is only one type of water H2O.

STAGE FIVE: This stage can be used as optional. We can change the position of the H-O-
H atoms of the water molecules, in order to augment the capacity dissolve crystalline

bodies in the organism.

MINI FILTER

This is a filter ½” the Mini, It connects with a water outlet tap and it purifies 5 litter water
min, measured at 3 atm. It can be captured and distributed or transported in bottles after

the purification process.

1” INLINE UNIT

If you have the ability for inline connection, this model has an increased capacity allowing
you to enjoy good quality of drinking water on every tap in your house.

EASY to INSTALL
The five stage inline filter is universal and if you need we can always adapt the content in

any way for solving special needs in special places. Remember water characteristics
change fast, each well at a distance of 1500 feet apart, water characteristics are different.



GRAVITY FILTER
Gravity means recovery from a natural source, rooftop, it uses gravity force and has 3

components inside, resulting is good for dirty water.

WATER IS A COMMON RIGHT FOR EVERYONE.

CHEAPEST WATER PURIFYING FILTER WORLDWIDE

In order to see how the filter is purifying I started with glass, but this is very breakable, and only
suitable to understand his function.( DEMO UNIT)

WHAT I AM LOOKING FOR?

I like to find general importer – distributers. People who want to
specialise in water for the future.

The unit can be sold O.E.M
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